
                                 
 
 
 
 
CONSERVATION WORKS SCHEDULE 
 
FORMER LALOR HOUSE  VHR 0211   293 CHURCH STREET RICHMOND 
 
 
This has been prepared in response to Conditions 6 – 11 of Permit Number P25346. 
 
The works would be undertaken by suitably skilled trades persons, directed by myself with 
nominated specialists as shown. 
 
1  Undertake leaded glass and decorative repairs.  This will involve a full conditions survey, 
careful maintenance and cleaning, and repairs to damaged or missing sections. This would be 
undertaken by Geoffrey Wallace Stained Glass. 
 
2  Remove non-original reeded glass west facing bathroom window, and replace it with timber-
framed double hung sash windows, to match the design and finish of extant windows to the 
south elevation. 
 
3  Restore window frames on both front entry doors. Restore all the windows on the western 
and southern facades. They have defective staff beads resulting in window sashes not being 
secure, weights and cords are defective, and some glazing is cracked. Staff beds and cords are 
to be repaired and / or replaced and defective glass is to be replaced.  
 
4  The front and surgery doors are defective and will be partially, or if necessary fully, 
reconstructed to match the original design.  
 
5  Replace all roofing and roof plumbing to match existing original materials – slate where extant, 
and also where visible from the ground level. Water ingress has damaged both ceilings and the 
flooring of the first floor verandah, and first floor plaster ceilings. P and S Roofing are the 
proposed, highly experienced, roofers for this work. 
 
4  Undertake full facade masonry survey, including chimneys, using skilled render conservation 
personnel, acting under the direction of James Charlwood from Cathedral Stone, with materials 
conservation advice by Donald Ellsmore. Facade to be scaffolded for this and roof repairs. 
 
5 Undertake make-safe works for the facade, as well as preliminary conservation works, 
including lintel repairs if required. (Cathedral Stone).  
 
6  Prepare a full scope of works for the rendered facade and chimneys, in conjunction with 
Donald Ellsmore and James Charlwood.  This would provide a long term plan for facade 
conservation procedures. A report would written with a priority for the treatment and / or 
possible replacement of the lintels and balusters on the parapets. It would also include 
proposals to conserve and retain the existing patina and finishes. It would include the 
reconstruction of items removed for make-safe works, plus urns or other missing features 
shown in old photos.  All new work would have a matching colour and finish to the existing.  
 
7 Undertake full facade conservation in accordance with the plan outlined above. 
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8  Establish original paint colours from front fence and joinery using sampling and microscopic 
analysis by Natica Schmeder. This would produce a policy for trim colours which may or may 
not be based on these.  
 
9  Investigate floor and ceilings for first floor balcony and restore / replace them.  
 
10  Restore paving tiles to both entry paths and ground floor verandah. Existing loose tiles are to 
be carefully lifted, and re-laid.  Missing tiles will be reconstructed, as required. 
 
11 Investigate cause of rising damp and undertake treatment. 
 
12 Reconstruct  plaster ceilings, cornices and centre-pieces for the four upstairs bedroom 
based on evidence under existing sheeting and elsewhere in the house. 
 
13  The existing cabinet and basin in the former doctor’s surgery, Room 7, is to be carefully 
removed and stored. The walls and skirtings behind are to be stabilised and conserved. The 
methodology is to be provided by Donald Ellsmore for review and endorsement. 
 
 

 
 
NIGEL LEWIS 
10  August 2017 
 


